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ft was the íntent of this study to systematicarry
¡ìnnrrn^^ 4- -t-Luuuurrlerl;' -unrough observation and detailed d.eseription, al_one
behaviours and to identify arrd exarnine s.ome of the components
of these alone behaviours". Tn phase r, the sarnple was com_
prised of 34 preschool chilCren, 16 four_year ol-ds and 1g

two-year old.s. 0f these 34 children, 18 were rnales and 16
were females. Four preschool settings v,,ere used to provide
the behavioural settings and totar sarnple population. For
Phase rr, 2t+ of the j4 children v/ere serected for purposes
of recording detaired descriptions of arone episodes in
natural-istic settings, A total of one hour of obserr¡ation
was cornpleted on eaeh of the 24 chird.ren (12 mare and. rZ
fernal_e , L2 two-year olds and. 12 four._year olds ) in the sarnple,

when alone behaviour lvas exanined in relation to total
behaviour during phase r, there were no age or sex differ_
ences' This result was contrary to expectation. Both ages
and sexes engaged in more affiliative than arone behaviour.
Hov,'ever, v¡hen alone behaviour u/as studied independ.entry of
affiliative behaviour in phase rf, the two-year ol_ds were
alone significantly more often and for longer periods of time
than lvere the four-year olds and males v/ere alone significantly
ITlore often and for longer periocls of time than v/ere the fenales.
These resul-bs were consistent r,vith stated predictions. In
addition, it rvas found. that the chil_dren started anc ended

their ov.¡n alone episodes ancl chose to i-nteract significantly
more with lreer(s) than any grouping including an adult irmed_
i-atety fol-lowing an alone episode.
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Man is a socíar- animar, living a'd. interacting f or the
most part within group settíngs" Each human infant is born
into a social situation" Much research emphasis has been
placed on the social interactions from the first days of life
(Richards and Bernal, lg?1, Lg72; Richards, Lg?L). Attach_
ment behaviour has been systematicalry studied in both humans
and animals (Lawick-Goodall, Ig?l; Rosenblum, LgZ]I; Brody
and Axelrod, fg?L; Ainsworth, Lg?I; Bow]by, l 969). Social
relations have been examined arso from the perspective of
interpersonal spacing (patterson, l. 968; Ha1l, Lg66; Lomranz,
Shapiro, Choresh and Gilat, Lg?5; McGrew, l g?Z). The vast
majority of stud.ies into the deveropment of human social
rel-ationships have been directed to an examination and docu_
mentation of affiliative behaviours (Maccoby, ]rg?Z; MeuIIer,
BLeier, Krakow, Hegedus and Cournoyer, L}ZZ; Seitz and.

Marcus, 1976; Schaffer, Ig?L), One study, parten (Lg3Z), was
conducted to estabrish social participation norms for z_,
3- and 4-¡rear-or-d children in a preschooÌ group. Recentry,
Barnes (rg?L) replicated parten,s stud.y but found signifi-
cant differences in the sociat activity of the children
i A number of .studies have .i-nvestigated aspects of sori-tarv

^t? ^ 
ññññunÂ_r'tÞK I
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or alone behaviours (I4oore, Evertson and Brophy, lg?4t

Eckerman, lifhatley and Kutz, L975; Rubin, Maioni, and

Hornung, L976). In studies of social interaction of children,
the terms 'solitary' and oaloneu were sometimes interchanged.

Both terms were often found in any one discussion.

'SolitarV Pl-aJ¡' \.,'as citecl most often in relation to proximity
and personal space research (HaIl , L966; McGrew, L9?3i

Lomranz et â1, 7975). 'Playing aloneo was used more

frequently to describe group characteristics and as a
function of interpersonal relationships (Eckerman et â1,

L9?5; Parten, L932; Smith and Connolly, L972; Blurton Jones,

L9??; Rubin et al , 119?6), Yet many of these studies each

included both terms in their discussions without clarifying
the j-ntended operational definition.

Kerr (L976) made referenee to the semantic differences

ánd,,,to fhe.need to integrate and clearly define alone

behaviour in reference to both solitary play and playing

alone behaviours. she found a high correlation between sol-
itary spacíng and alone group structure. However, she also

referred to additional possibilities which have not been

widely acknowledged and discussed. These are, that a person

may be oalone'while others are in proximity and may a1so,

while alone, bring others into contact through d.istal
behaviours such as staring. It was important to note the

varying definitions of alone and solitary-behavïours when

interpreting the results of various'.studies'l

2.



),Parten (L%z) analyzed the sociar participation of 40
nursery school chíldren. Her investigation produced a scal-e
of social- participation whieh included six play categories
and established pray norms for preschool chir_dren (ages two_,
three-, and four-years) in group settings. parten found. that
all children in her study engaged in some solitary play but
there was a progressive d.ecr-ine in the occurrence of soritary
pfay with increased age " This red to the conclusion that
solitary play was a younger form of behaviour,

ïn a replication of parten,s study, Barnes (] g?I) founO
a significant difference in the social pray behaviour of pre_
school children in the two stud.ies. In general, Barnes found
that children in his rg?r study were much less socialry orien-
ted than were the children in the Lg3z stud.y. Barnes found
that three- and four-year olds engaged significantly more in
unoccupied, onl00ker, and solitary activities than parten found
in rg3z. Barnes concluded that parten's estabr_ished play norms
were outdated' He also referred to the serious problem inherent
in the small sample sizes used by both himser_f (¡r = 42) and
Parten (N = 34). Rubin (Ig??) also pointed out the problem of
sma1l sample size arrd the difficulties in using these limited
data to establ-ish play norms.

Rubin et aI (tgZø) eombined parten,s soci_al partici_
pation categories with smilansky's cognitive play schemes in
a study designed to ideniify the relationship between the two
scaLes. Their investigation red them to consider the ,,phenom_

enon of solitary play" (p. 4lB). They contended that parten,s
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d.esignation of solitary play as the least mature type of

social ptay was not clearly supportable. The authors caIled

for a re-examination of the sequential ranking of Partenns

six categories. consÌstent with this recommendation was

the finding by Moore et al (Lg?Lt) that solitary play' con-

trary to the author's expectation, was indicative of

,,independence and maturity". It was the intent of the present

investigator to systematicalty document, through observation

and d.etailed description, alone behaviour in a selected

number of two- and four-year-old. children in preschool

settings '

Stafsmegt of the 3roÞlem

Thepresentstudywasconcerî}edwithalonebehaviours

in the preschool setting by two different age groupings ' two-

year olds (range 2L 2? months) and four-year olds (range

45 Jl months), for selected. time period,s based on detailed

d'escriptiverecord'sofaloneepisodes.Forpurposesofthis
stud.y, aloneness was d.efined. to includ'e both solitary and

alone behaviours based on distancing and group structure '

Aloneness included 1) solitary play, havi-ng no others within

a two and one-half meter radius, 2) intermed'iate adult and

child groupings within a one to two and one-half meter radius'

Through the study of atone behaviour, the author attempted to

combine personal space and' group characteristics '

Some informati-on on alone behaviour had' been coll-ected

previously for both age groups of children (Kerr, 19?6) and

had indicated that the frequency of such behaviour was
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consistently higher for two-year olds (50%) ttran for four-
year old.s (L6/" - LB%) . soritary play or aloneness has of ten

been viewed as an earlier, less mature stage of d.evelopment

than sociat/affiliative behaviours, that is, earlier on the
developmental scal-e (ncterman, êt â1, 19?5; Kerr, I9?6i
Rubin, 1977). several questions regarding relationships
between alone and affiliative behaviours were posed. Was

alone behaviour merely a prirnitive precursor of soclaL/
affiliative behaviour? v{hat d.everopmental changes occurred.

in the alone behaviour of young children? rt was the pur-
pose of this study to describe and analyze the qualities of
alone behaviour which are indicate,d-in the guiding hypbthesesr

Guidins Hypotheses

From a review of the literature, a set of guiding
hypotheses was formulated. These were related. to the two
phases in this study. rn Phase r, the guiding hypothesis to
be examined was:

1. The frequency of arone behaviour wil_r vary signi-
ficantly with a) age and b) sex.

ïn Phase rr, the guiding hypotheses to be examined were s

2. The duration of alone behaviour will be significantly
longer for two-year olds than for four-year olds.

3. The duration of alone behaviour wirl be sisrific_
antly longer for males than for females.

4" Alone behavi-our wirl occur more often in transition
areas than in any given location in the settine.
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5, Children's alone behaviour will be terminated more

often by adult intervention than by either peer or self.
6, The type of behaviour occurring during alone episodes

wil-l vary with age and sex.

Theoretical Framework

The present study was based on the ethological approach

to the study of child development. Tinbergen, in Blurton
Jones (I9?2), has described the science of ethology in the

following terms: "monographs on the behaviour of a variety
of animal species, ât first mainry descriptive, but gradually
íncorporating a growing body of interpretations and. hypo-

theses" (p. vii). Human ethology applies the same approach

to the study of human behaviour; not by interpretations based

on studies of animal behaviour but by applying the methods of
direct observation and description to naturally occurring
human behavj-our. Blurton Jones (Lg?z) placed primary emphasi-s

on a preliminary descriptive and observational phase and the

use of a large variety of simple observable features of
behaviour as ra.w data. He emphasized that d.irect observa-

tion in uncontrolled situati-ons, which has proven so fruitful
with animals, should provide useful insight and. information
in the study of children. Charlesworth and Spiker (I9?4)

stated that behaviour units should be "precise, unambiguous

or low inferenti,ar as possible without sacrificing broad.er

meaning" and concluded that observation should go ,'beyond

frequency counts to include examination of the entire context
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of occurrence of behaviour,' (p. ZU), Both Blurton Jones and.
charl-esworth refer to the usefulness of an evol_utionary frame-
work and to the importance of phyl0genetic adaptions as d.o

Freedman (1965), Eibl-Eibesfeldt (196?), and Kerr (,9?6).
rn support of these aspects of the ethological approach to
the study of chil'd development, Brurton Jones (rg?z) makes the
point that the behaviour of a chird must be adapted towards
survival as a chird: "The d.evelopmentar_ question is ,what

are the changes in organization of behaviour as the individual
grows' rather than questions of how this individ.ual_ acquires
the behaviour of an ad.ult" (p. B).

The present stud.y was based on d.irect observation of
discrete behavioural r.¡nits in unstructured free play preschool
settings. rt incrud.ed. the isolation of ar-one episodes and. the
identification of the types of behavi-our which occurred during
alone episodes. Also, the investigator recorded. informatj-on
on several qualifying descriptors of a10ne behaviour. These
were: location in the setting, who initiates and. concl_udes
alone episodes, and affiliative behaviours prior to and forr_
owing alone epJ.sod.es.



Alone behavi-our has been studied indirectly in the wealth

of work on affiliative behaviours and social interactions and

tangentially through the study of interpersonal spacing but

rarely as a separate entity. The literature review included

three major topie areas: affiliative/socj-ar interaction,
interpersonal spacing, and ethotogicar principles of study and

research. An overview of the basic assumptions of the etho-
logicar approach was included in this review because it pro-
videda methodological framework and a theoretical basis for
the present stud.y. Tinbergen, in Blurton Jones (I9?Z),

observed that human psychology "is not rearly a sci.ence because

it has not,:búilt a foundation by seriously undertaking the

basic task of observation and description of the natural
phenomena that have to be und.erstood." (p. 10).

Following from this position, the investigator was

concerned with the lack of normative data and replicated
studies on normal, healthy child.ren. white and vüatts (rg?3)
in _Experience and Environment stated that "Nowhere in the
literature courd we find detailed descriptions of healthy,
werl-developed six-year-old humans" (p. g), The approach

taken by the Har.¡ard Preschool project was to estabrish a

a

REVTEbJ OF THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER TI
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working definition of competent six-year olds by beginning

their study with an extensive observational phase, aimed at

recording baseline data for healthy children in natural set-

tings, It was the intent of the present study to define and

record episodes of alone behaviour as these occurred in free

play behaviours of preschool children ' fhe ,iqvestigatpr aimed

to estaþlish baseline data for the subjects in this stud.y. The

group data was coÌlected by recording both

affil-iative behaviours of the 34 children

According to Charl-esworth and Spiker (t974) , one basic

charaeteristic of the ethological approach has been the

inclusion of and emphasis on the observati-on of behaviour in
the natural habitat.

Several methodological techiiiques of observation have

been used consistently in the collection of data. Most studies

employed time-sampling techniques and a growing number utilized
modern technology (i.e" video-tape). A review of observational

recording techniques by H.F. Inlright (L96O) produced a l-ist of

six methods. 0f these six, the current study utilized two;

time-sampling and event-sampling. According bo Wright, time-

sampling "records selected aspects of behaviour if and as they

happen within precisely limited time spans" (p. ?I) anA event-
sampling "singles out naturally segregated behavioural evenrs

The Etholosi s¿1 Approach

the alone and

in Phase I.
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of one or another crass and records these events as they
arise and unfo1d.,' (p. TL), Charlesworth and Spíker (t9?b),
in their study of learning behaviours and settings, combined
both time-sampring and event sampling. They maintained that
this combination of methods would provide for a better under-
standing of the context of the target behaviour (p. 24).

Bl-urton Jones (tgZZ) identified the same characteris_
tics; observation of behaviour in the natural habitat, and
the need to consider the functions of behaviour. He ar_so

emphasized the evolutionary framework of ethology: i-,e",the
ability or need to be able to make behaviour comparisons
across different species. Ethologists, while relying heavily
on a thorough descriptive phase, have not ignored or negated
hypothesis-testing situations. However, ethologists have
insisted that hypotheses grolv out of detail-ed observational
recordi-ngs. Hypotheses generated in this mar,ner relate
closely to real 1ife situations.

0ther ethological stud.ies have refr-ected the concern for
context and function of behaviour. fn a study of interaction
in the f irst days of l-ife, Richard.s et al- (tgZt) tooh the pos_
ition that it was necessary to study and analyze human beha_
viour in its J-arger context. They maintained that behaviours
of mothers and infants are not independent of each other, but
are both agents in the interaciion process and p-rt of a lvider
social environment. rn the same study, Richards et al (1971).
stated that "our primary aims are descriptive. rrve do nor



bel-ieve that we have sufficíently detailed knovrledge

interactions of mother and infant behaviour to begin

by formulating hypotheses for falsification" (p.5).

Areas Relevant to the Studv of Aloneness

Most references to alone and./or solitary behaviours in
preschool settings are found in the study of affiliative and

social behaviours and work on interpersonal spacing. fn her

review of the literature, Kerr (]-9?6) found that by far the

largest amount of research was done on personal space (per-

sonal distance) with very little attention paid to other

categories of spacing as identified by Hal_t (tgZ6) an¿

McGrew (Lg?z) 
"

Ha1l label-led four distances in man: 1) intimate dis-
tance, 2) personal distance, 3) social distance, and 4) pub-

lic dj-stance. I'/lcGrew's studies of proximity behaviour

Iabelled four levels arsor 1) peer contact or adurt contact

which involves physical contact between the target chird and.

a peer or adul-t respectivel-y, 2) peer proximity or adult
proximity involving another child or adult being within
touching distance (maximum of one meter) of the target chj-l-d,

3) intermed.iate distance when the target child was further
than one meter but r,vithin two and one-half meters of another

individual, and 4) solitary behaviour when the chil-d d.id not

have another child or an adult within tv¡o and one-half meters.

11.

of the

research



Lomranz et al (L975) roun¿ that personar space of three-o

five-, and seven-year oLds was determined. not by any one but
by a combinatj-on of factors. According to Kerr (L976), many

questions regarding the developmental aspects and the method

of acquisition of spacing patterns vrere not yet answered but
most agreed that social participation increase:d with age.

consistent with the observation that social partici-
pation increased with age were the results of a stud.y by

Eckerman et al (f975). Their study examined interactions
among peers at 10-12 months, 16-18 months and, 22-24 months

and demonstrated that by two years of age social_ play exceed.ed

solitary play. Blurton Jones (r97z) compared two- and. four-
year-old children and foured that working alone and watching

were younger forms of behaviour.

rn a stud.y of sori-tary pray of six kindergarten child-
ren, Moore et al (L97+) observed that contrary to expecta-

tion most soritary play was indicative of independ.ence and.

maturity and that the majority of soritary play invoLved

active goal-directed activities rather than immature and

dependent activi-ty. Rubin (L9T?), in discussing a related.
study of pray behaviours of young children (Rubin, Maioni, a:1d.

Harnung, L976) stressed the need for a re-examination of Parten,s

soritary play category. Rubin stated that resul-ts of this
study indicated that the solitarg' play of children becomes

cognitively more mature with age and he concluded by stating
that he believes "that solitary play has been much maligned

during the past fifty years" (Rubin , L9??, p. ZO), The

L2.
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problem remained that rve need to obtain nore ínforrnation on

the possible sub-categories of alone and solitarv 'behar¡iours.

There were a limited nu.mber of studies on alone behaviour.
These studies presented no clear picture. The age at v¡hich

personal spacing characteristics are formed has not yet been

established, solitary play has been foured to occur more

ft-cnrranflrr inr¡çyuç¡¡v¿J ,r /o1ltîger chi-l-dren, al-though the function and

categories of solitary and/or alone behaviour may vary with
age.



The present study was based on the ethological approach

to the study and documentation of occurrences of alone behav-

iour in the preschool setting. The observational method was

used to a) document naturally occurring alone and affiliative
behaviours and b) -provid.e f or,colLe'cting d.ata on alone behav-

i.ours in two age groups of preschool children (four- and two-

year olds). There were two phases in the study, each utilizing
different procedures and col-leeting different data. Phase One

was based on the time sampling technique designed to observe

and describe the naturally occurring behaviour in the preschool

setting. The analysis of data provided information on the fre-
quency of alone and affiliative behaviours in relation to the

varj-ables of age and sex. Phase Two procedure combined tirne

and event sampling techniques. This provided for a detail-ed

description of alone behaviours in relation to the variabl-es

of age and sex. The follovring 'quaÌifying descriptorso of

aloneness were record.ed.: a) the locati-ons of alone behaviour,

b) the interaction with adults and peers prior to and follow-
ing episodes, and c) the types of behaviour which occumed.

durin'g alone episodes o

For purposes of this study, nine categories of affil_iative
behaviours and eight categories of alone behaviours were define'd,

L+"
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based on Ha11's (tgøø) work on distancing and llicGrev¡,s (Lgrz)
study of proximity behaviour. These were, l) Affil_iative
Behaviours¡ a) Adult Contact, b) peer Contact, c) Adul_t prox_

imity, d) Adult Proximity - smal1 group, e) Adul_t proximity _

large group, f) Peer proximity - same sex, g) peer proximity -
opposite sex' h) peer proximity - smar-r group, i) peer prox_
imity - large group, and 2) Alone Behaviours: a) soJ-itary,
b) fntermed.iate Adult, c) fntermediate Adult - small group,
d) Intermediate Adu1t - large group, e) Intermediate Chil_d
same sex, f ) rntermediate chil_d - opposite sex, g) rntermed_
iate child small group, h) rntermediate child - large group
(see Appendix A) 

"

The sample pool from which the subjects were d.rawn consis-
ted of approximatery B0 preschool- children from four preschool
settings: two tod.d.ler groups with a total- population of approx_
imate]-y 40 toddl-ers of ages 18 months to three years, and. two
nursery groups with a total populati-on of approximately ll0
preschoolers of ages three to five years. one each of the
nursery and toddler groups provid.ed. full- d.ay group care on a
regular five day/week basis. The second setting for each of
the nursery and todd.ler groups provid.ed a part-day, part-time
group experience. Therefore, approxi-mately half of each
age group in the study attended a group pre-school setting
for fulr days on a fuIl time basis. The other half of the
children attended from one half-day to four: hal-f-days per
week. The four groups appeared to serve children from
comparable socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds a¡d were
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comprised nainly of middle class children with no readily
discerni-ble ha¡rdicapping conditions.

Phase One

Description of the_Sample" The sample consisted of a

total of 34 children, L6 in the age range +5-5I months

and 18 in the age range 2L-27 months. 0f the IB two-

year olds there were a total of nine males and nine

females drawr from the total sample pool, 0f the L6

four-year olds there were a total of nine males and

seven females. It was the intent of the study to observe

equal numbers of males and females in each age group.

However only 16 females from the total four-year-oLd

population were within the required age limit of +5-51

months.

Researcþ Design. Time sampling procedures were employed

in Phase One. By random selection, each group of chil-
dren was ordered for observation. Each child was obser-

ved for a l+-0'second peri-od. Each 40-second observation

was followed by a 60-second interval. By random selec-

tion and ordering of the subjects during each observation

session and by observing eaeh of the subjects several

times within each hour of observation, Phase One of the

study established baseline group data relevant to al-one

a¡d affiliative behaviours.

Alone behaviours inelud.ed. the two major categories

of solitary and intermediate behaviours. These two
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major categories were broken dor,vn ínto sub-categories
based on adult and peer group characteri-stics. Affiria-
tive behaviours incrud.ed. the two major categories of
proximity and contact behaviours. These two major cate-
gories were broken down into nine sub-categories based on

adurt and peer group characteristics (see Appendix A).
A totar- of rz 4o-second observations were record.ed

for each age group. A totar- behavioural sample of &B

minutes was corr-ected. for both two- a'd four-year ord.s.
This sampre was reeorded d.uring a total_ of two hours of
group observation for each age.

lhe observations were gathered over a three week time
period. During the three weeks, the data lvere recorded.
during the free pfay period in each preschoor setting.
This amounted to one hour of observation per harf day of
preschool. Each free play hour was divided into three
20 minute segments. Each subject was rænd.omly selected.
for observation during each of the three 20 minute obser_
vation sessions.

Two additional pieces of information were recorded:
1) the number and. nature of other persons (adurt and/or
peers) in the setting, z) the chir-d,s r-ocatlon in the
setting. A list of readily identifiable invor_vement

areas, based on Kerr (L9?6) was included in the instruc_
tions to the observers (see Appendix B). According to
Kery, these areas were d.efined in relation to physical
characteristics and functional aspects ad identified. by
observers and teachers in her study .
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of defined behaviours; ni-ne categories of aff iliative
behaviours and eight categories of arone behaviours
(see Appendix A). rn designing the measurement instru-
ment, the intent was to facilitate the quick and accurate
recording of clearly defined behaviours in the forty
second time interval and to permit ready retrieval of this
information. For these purposes an observation form
r¡ras constfucted. The observation form was pre-tested
by 4o developmental psychology students at the university
of winnipeg" For-lowing this minor revisions were made
(see Appendix c). Two observers were used. one was a
part-time developmental psychorogy student from the
University of lrJinnipeg with simil-ar observation experience
in a previous study by Kerr, (19?6) and the second. was a
lab assista't at the university of vrfinnipeg with a Masters,
Degree in Psychorogy. A stop watch was used. by each
observer to time. the 4O_second.intervals,

Overalr reriabirity between observers which was set
at the .90 level wä.s reachêd. at ''the start of the study. The
formu'1a for the percentage-of ágreement used was as forlows:
% = agreements'r.'oïar number of observati-ons
A detailed instruction sheet was prepared for the obser_
vers incl-uding directions regarding r) child absenteeism
during an observation session, 2) out-of-view chird.ren
during a schedured 40-second, observation period., a'd

1R

The observations were based on l? categories
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3) a pre-set definition of involvement areas (i.e. loca-

tion) ln any observation setting (see Appendix D).

Data Collection, The data permitted calculations of

frequency rates for alone a¡^rd affiliative behavj-ours for
each of the two age groups and for males and femal-es

across and with5-n age groups.

Phase Two

Dgscriptlon of Sample. Twelve children (six femal-eo six

male) were selected from each of the two age groups invot-
ved in Phase One. This provided a stratified random

sample of 24 subjects t LZ of each age; 12 of each sex.

Research Design: Phase Two employed a eombination of two

procedural techniques such as was used by Charlesworth

and Spiker (L975) z 1) forty-second interval time sam-

plíng of affiliative behaviours in a sequential manner,

and.2) event sarnpling (narrative recordings) of alone

episodes as these occurred in the natural sequence of

behaviour. Each of the 24 children was observed for one

full hour. Each observation session included both

recording techniques, that of time sampling and of event

sampling. The observer began each session with forty-
second interval time sampling. This method of recording

continued until- an episode of alone behaviour began and

continued a required 15 second mj-nimum. The observer

then switched into narrative recording (event sampling)

of the episode. üihen an episode ended each observer was

aLlowed a 60-seeond interval to complete the narrative
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description and to reorient themselves to the target

child. Observers then resumed ll0-second interval time

sampling recording until the next episode of aloneness

occuryed.

A detailed set of instructions was prepared for
observers, including definitions of involvement areas as

in Phase One and i.ncorporating a common list of termin-

ology for purposes of the detailed narrati.ve description
(see Appendix E).

As well as obtaining a detailed narrative descrip-

tion of the content and sequence of behaviour during alone

episodes, the observers recorded a) the duration of the

episode, b) the child's locatíon in the setting during

each al-one episode, and c) who instigated and who ended

each alone episode " The locations were defined by Kerr

(L976) in her study. The questions of who instigated. arrd.

who ended alone episodes were recorded primarily in rela-
tion to physical movement. That is, a note was made

whether the target child moved away from others or others

in the setting moved away from the target child to create

an occuruence of aloneness. Similarly, the observers

record.ed. whether the target child moved toward others,

or if others moved toward the target child to bri-ng an

end to aLone episodes. The study did not assume to

definitively examine the behavioural nuances and non-

verbal communication which might have occurred in these

exchanges" The results, therefore, indicated only whether
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an adult, peer (s), or the target child moved in or out

of a proximity relationship.

Instrument. The instrument as constructed for Phase One

was also used as the observation form in Phase Two (see

Appendix C). In this Phase, aloneness was the primary

target. Emphas j-s was placed on the identif ication and

description of alone episodes as these occurred in the

natural sequence of behaviour. Affiliative behaviours

were recorded i.n a sequential manner (L,2,3,) rather

than simple frequency check-off a¡rd detail-ed narrative

descriptions of alone behavi-ours were recorded.

Overall rel-iability bet'ween observers, which was

set at the "Ç0 1eve1, was reached at the start of the

StUdy. The fOfmUIa fOf the nê7-r.ontrc'o nf âc'r^ôêÌnên'l ru¿g

as follows:

?'o = Nr+rnber of agreements -_NgmÞel of ri.igagreements
Totai- number of observations

The observer reliability included the beginnings and

endings of alone episodes, duration, location, and

sequential recording of affiliative behaviours. Relia-

bifity was not established beiween categories of behaviour

or descriptors of aloneness, or in the narrative recor-

dings of alone behaviour. ilorvever, â common list of

behaviour descriptors (see Apirendix il) was provided for

the convenience of the obser-¡ers to facilitate rapid

narrative recording. The narrative descriptions of alone

behaviours vrere anaLyzed and labelled according to the

type of behaviour,

Tlvo types of behaviour lvere coded. These
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objectsn active object manipulation, and manipulate and

look at objects, and b) distal behaviours; i-ncluding
staring and watching, running and gross motor activities
(see Appendix F). An independ.ent coder was used. to
estabrish reliability with the investigator's labelling
of the categories of behaviour. The coder was a preschool

teacher with extensive experj-ence in a variety of early
childhood settings. The formula for the percentage of
agreement was:

% = N*b"" of_*fl"g"r"r!" - ,lr*þ"" of di""g"".*"rt"
Total number of obsefvatlons

0vera11 reliability reached by the coders was .gL.
Data collected. The data from phase Two provided a detail_ed

description of alone behaviour based on frequency distri-
bution of age, sex, and location. The eharacteristics of
aloneness were examined in the context of the interaction
with or intervention of adults and/or peers before and

after alone episodes, and the type of behaviour which

occurred during alone episodes.

Non-parametric statistical techni-ques were used to
test all síx hypotheses. The chi-square statistic
(Yates corrected) was used to test for the relationship
in Hypotheses 1 and 4 through 6, as the measurement level
of all of the variables was nominal or ordinal. The yate's

corection was ûsed 1) when any rlne of th.e expected

frequencies lvas less than 10 and, z) to correct for small

22.

a) working alone; including playing and moving



sample size. By using ihis method, â conservative test
was applied (Siegel , L956; Blaloclç, 1960). The Ì,jann-

rtltlhitney statistical rnethod was used to test Hypotheses

2 & 3 since the measurement tevel of all of the variabres
was interval. The i{ann-t'Ihitney analysis was useci in pre-

ference to the t-tesi si-nce the assumption of nornalcy coul_d

not be made because of the small sample síze.
When the probability of achieving a certain 1evel of

relati-onship occurred by ehance only five times out of loo
(p = .05), the fJ-nding was considered significa¡t.

23"



RESULTS

Phase I. Group baseline data were collected on the total
population of l4 children meeting the age criteria attending

the four preschool programs in the study, The total number

of alone and affiliative behaviours recorded in Phase I are

shown in Tables L &, 2.

TABLE I
Number of Alone and Affiliative

Behavioür Units of 18 Two-Year-Old

Children in Phase I

CHAPTER ]V

Number of Alone Number of Affiliative Totals

Behaviours Behavrours

Males 10 9(n=9)
Females L7 Lz
(n=9)

Solitary fntermediate Proximity Contact

Totals 27 2I

63

ro2 24 L55

L65 32 245

¿.+.

aô



Number of Al_one and Affíliative
Beh'aviour- Units of 16 Four-year-Old

Chi]dren in phase I

TABLE 2

Number of Alone

MaIes(n=9)
Females(n=?)

Solitary Intermediate

Behaviours

Totals

¿t.

9

Number of Affiliative

r3

The total numbers of behaviours, which occurred during the
two hours of observation for two- and four-year ol-ds were
not sigrrificantly different (see Tab1e 3).
However, there was a significant difference in the number of
observed behaviours between mares arrd femares (see Tabre rt.).

I4

Proximity Contact

10

Behaviours

9o

23

74

Totals

I7

- / t.l_o+

t7

125

l_10

3t+ 235



rABLE 3

Chi-square Analysis of Number of
Behavioui^ Units. of 18 Two-year-Olds

and 16 Four-Year OIds in phase I

Two-Year 01ds zt+5 (zîi. g)

Four-Year Olds 235 (226.I)

Number of

Behaviours

Total

¿o"

Note. 1. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequenci-es
4,r*/f= .ó6, df = 1, p > .3

2. Yateos correction for continuity ivas used because

of smar-r sample size with one ciegree of freedom
The two-year olds did not engage in more behaviours tha¡r the
four-year olds in Phase I.

%of
Behaviours

48o

)L7o

lt ool

LooF"



Chi-square Analysis of Number

of Behaviour Units of 18 ivjal-es and

16 Fernal-es in Phase I

TABLE þ

MaIes

Females

Number of

Behaviours

Total

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies.
J.

4=L2.63, df = 1, p (.001

The females engaged in significantry more behaviours overall_

ihan did the ma1es.

^1 
¿ | 

^/^ ^\¿t) \¿)).Y )

^/ 
¿ I ¡a/ r \¿o) \¿¿o "L)

27"

%of
Behaviours

480

The investigator's predictions

duction. For purposes of analysiso

exami-ned 
"

Hypothesis 1. The frequency of alone behaviours wirl not
vary significantly with age or sex" The null hypothesis
had to be accepted for both age and sex differences (see

/\'l'aÐres t ¿þ c),

45%

) )7o

Loo%

ârê

the

stated in the intro-
nul-l hypotheses were



TABLE 5

Chi-square Analysis

Alone Behaviour- Units

16 Four-Year OIds

Two-Year 01ds

Four-Year Olds

Number of Alone

Behaviours

of

of

in

Number of

18 Tv¡o- and

Phase I

Tota1

¿lõ

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencj-es.
4

4= .45, df =1,p).50
There was no significant differenee in the frequency of al-one

behaviours of the two- and four-year olds.

Similarly, there was no significant d.ifference in the
number of alone behaviours between the males and the femalese

as shor¡vn i-n Tabl-e 6.

(44,9? )

(40.03137

¿ö"

¿'/o QL AIOne

Behaviours

>o7o

4t+%

Loo%



TABLE 6

Chi-square Analysis of Number of
Alone Behaviour Units of 18 Miales and

16 Females in Phase I

Males

Females

Number of Alone

Behaviours

Total

Note
L

/þ=

37

. Numbers in parentheses

2.99, Ë=1, P>.05

éY.

4B

(4+.e7 )

( 40. 04)

As illustrated in Tables ? and . B both the two_year olds
and four-year old.s were alone significantry less often than
they were invorved in affiriative behaviours.

For both boys and girIs, alone behaviour accounted for
a significantly lower number of the observed behaviours
than did affiliative behaviours (see Tabres g and 10).

% of Alone

Behavi-ours

öJ

1+L{/"

56%

indicate expected frequencies.

roo%
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TABLE 7

Chi-square Analysis of Nurnber of
Alone and Affiliative Behaviour Units

of 18 Two-Year Olds in phase l

2 year olds 48 (rZZ"5)

Number of Alone Number of Total
Behaviours Affiliative Behaviours

Note

-L. =

. Numbers in parentheses ind.ieate expected frequencies,
90.6,df=1,p(.oor

TABLE 8

Chi-square Analysis of Number of Alone

and Affiliative Behaviour Units of 16

Four-Year Ol_ds in phase I

rg7 Q22.5)

4 year olds 3? Qt7 .51 t9B (tt7 .51 z3S

Number of Alone Number of Total
Behaviours Affiliative Behaviours

Note. Numbers in parentireses i-ndicate expected frequenci-es
,1

tX = f10t1, df = l, p ( .OOf

245



TABLE g 3r'

chi-square Analysis of ¡*{umber of Alone

and Affiliative Behaviour Units oi fA

Males in Phase I

Number of Alone Number of Tota1

Behaviours Affiliative Behaviours

Mares 37 (Lo?.5) 1?B (rO?,5)

Note, Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies.

É= gz.5 df = l, p < .oo1

TABLE 10

Chi-square Analysis of Number of Alone

and Affil-iative Behaviour Units of 16

Females in Phase I

Number of Alone Number of Total

Behaviours Affiliative Behaviours

Females þB (L3?.5) zL? (L32,5)

2l-5

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies.
:).&=L07"78 df = I, p < .ool-

¿o5



Chi-square Analysis of Number of

Contact Behaviour Units of 18 Two-Year-

01d Children in Phase I

TABLE 11

Males

Females

Contact

Behaviours

Total

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies
,,L,/L=B.0,df=1,p<.01

There was a significant difference between males and. females
in the number of contact behaviours.

Data summarized in Table 1, indicated that the two-year-ord
females were engaged more frequently in both contact and

proximity behaviours than were the two-year-ord males (see

Tables 1I & L2).

(1 A\

(16)¿+

70 OI

Behavi-ours

25%

75%

tov/,



Chi-square Analysis of Number of
Proximity Behaviour Units of

18 Two-Year-Old Children in Phase I

TABLE L2

Males
n=9

Females
r'ì=o /

Proximity

Behaviours

Total

6S (82,5)

ro2 (82,5)

Note. Numbers
å-

/E = 9.23, € =

The girls engaged

behaviours.

33.

l|.lLr

%of
Behaviours

No significant differences were found between sexes for
intermediate or solitary behaviours. The girls did. not
engage more frequently in intermediate or solitary behaviours.

Data shown in Table 2 summarized the overall behaviours
of the 16 four-year olds in phase r. No significant differ-
ences were found betlveen mal-es and females in the frequency
of occurrence of solitary, intermediate, proximity or contact
behaviours.

in parentheses ind.icate expected frequencies,
L, p
more often than did the boys in proximity

3B%

62%

rcv/"
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Phase rr. Ðata were colrected on alone behaviours of zu

chil-dren selected from the total population. The z+

children $Iere evenly d.ivided by age (rz 'bwo-year olds and.

12 four-year olds) an¿ by sex (l_2 males and 12 females).
The total nurnber of minutes of alone behaviours recorded for
each chird are presented as information. rn Figures I and

2, the total number of arone episodes recorded. ind.ependently
in Phase II are presented.

The total- duration of al-one behaviour record.ed for the

.two-year-old females was 21 minutes. The number of minutes
recorded for the six subjects was:

one minute

two minutes, one second

three minutes, 38 second.s

five minutes, 58 seconds

six minutes, five second.s

eight minutes, 18 seconds

The total duration of alone behaviour recorded. for two-
year-old males was:JB minutes 1l seconds. The number of
minutes recorded for the six subjects v/as:

one minute

one minute, $ seconds

seven minutes

Number of ftlinutes of Alone Behaviours

of 24 Child.ren in phase II



. The total duration of al one behaviour recorded for
four-year-ol-d females was seven minutes and 11 seconds. The

number of minutes recorded for the six subjects was:

20 seconds

25 seconds

27 seconds

35 seconds

one minute, 30 seconds

three minutes , 54 seconds.

l0
1<

22

minutes, five seconds

minutes, 48 seconds

minutes, 35 seconds

The totar duration of alone behaviour recorded. for four_
year-old mal-es was ll1 minutes and, J6 seconds. The number of
minutes recorded for the six subjects was:

1B seconds

two minutes, ZB seconds

four minutes, 30 seconds

four minutes , l+4 seconds

14 minutes, Il second.s

15 minutes, 25 second.s

)).
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7

¿-

+
1

â-

I

Duration in

Recorded

22 Alone Episodes

Seconds of 54 Alone Episodes

of 12 Two-Year-Old Children

Recorded for Six Two-Year-Old Females

Duration in seconds

ß

4

to

LL
I

3

1

I

J2 A,Ione Episodes

ay zt *s s< Ls 1s ÍS 15 ll5 tàg

Dilration in seconds

Note" Two observations were excluded:
an unrecorded episode.

Recorded for Six Two-Year-O1d Males

acg a¡(

575 seconds;

\JJ
O.
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7

6

5

't-

3
a0t

I

Duration in Seconds of 30 Alone Episodes

Recorded of 12 Four-Year-Old Children

l-l- Alone Episodes Recorded for Six Four-Year-Old Females

Duration in seconds

I

fø

r
5

)

lp Alone Episodes Recorded for Six Four-Year-O1d lJlales

tS as. 3:l *6 5s

Duration in
Note. Two

seconds

observations tvere excluded: 725t 841 seconds

.\J
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Hypothesis 2. The two-year olds will- be engaged ix alone

behaviour for periods of time less than or equal to the four-

year ol-ds. The results are shown in Table L3,

TABLE 13

Mann-l¡rJhitney Analysis of Duration of

Alone Behaviour of LZ Two-Year-01d

and 12 Four-Year-0]d Children

Age

7-year olds

4-year olds

Total Duration of Alone

Behavi-our in Mi-nutes

Total

Since the z score was greater than I.64, the nul-I hypotheses

was rejected" Two-year olds vrere alone for significantly
longer periods of time than were four-year olds.

Hypothesiå ?. The males will be i-nvolved in alone behaviour

for periods of time ec1ual to or less than the girls. The

data on minutes of alone behaviour for the males and the

females are presented in Tabl-e ]-+.

<'l 1'l

2927

z = L,?9n .P = .0367

B03B

Surns of

Ranks

IöI-

119

300



TABTE 14

Mann-Whitney Analysis of Duration of
Alone Behaviour of 12 Male and 12

Female Children

Sex

nn-'I ^ ^TIId.I E Þ

Females

Total Duration of

Alone Behaviour in

Minutes

Total

)Y,

z=L.99,P=.0233
The z score was estabLished as greater than L.6+, therefore
the nurl- hypothesis was rejected. The results showed that
the males were alone for longer periods of time tha¡ were the

females.

The mean duration, by age and sex of alone behaviour

was Set oUt in rFelrl o I < f nr inf ormation.

5987

205L

BoSB

Sums of

Ranks

rÕ+. )
1l5.5

300



IABLE l-5

Mean Duraiion of Alone Behaviours

Males

Females

Two-Year Olds

Total

Hypothesis 4. There will not be a significant difference
found in the number of arone episocres occu*ing among

the different locations. Table L6 illustrated that
significant differences were found among the locations.

9.7

+.)

Four-Year Olds

7,I

Alone behaviours occurued most frequently in two locations:
1) Quiet Toy (24%) and Z) In Transition (38%). Each of these
two categories was analyzed separately using the chi_square
statistic in order to identify if any significant d.ifferences
occurred by either age or sex" No significant differences
lvere found for either age or sex in the Quiet Toy category.
Holvever, in the rn Transition category, a significant differ-
ence betr'veen two- and fou.r-year ol_ds was obtained (see Tabre L?)

40"

6.9

L.2

Total

4.05

8.3

2.85

11.15



TABLE 16

Chi-square Analysis of Location

of Bþ Alone Episodes

Location

Tab1e Activity
Active Play

In Transition

Blocks

Quiet Toy
t^Loeker/Toilet Area

House

Speeial Activity

Number of

0ccurrences

1

6

32

20

9

7

]t -t
YI .

Total

Note, The expected
1

4*= 6o "a5 df = t,

%

ñ
I

3B

6

?t+

11

x

B4

frequeney for
p < .001

each category was 10.5

100



Chi-square AnaJ-ysis of In Transition

Category of Two-Year

and Four-Year 01ds

TABLE L7

Two-Year 01ds

Four-Year 0Ids

Number of

0ccurrences

Total-

Note.

2Lt.

,'J
tL, =

+4,

Numbers

8..0, df =

During alone episodes, the two-year olds were fn Transition
significantly more frequently than were the four-year olds.
No significant difference was established for males and

females in the In Transition category.

Hypothesis 5. Children's alone behaviour will be terminated

no more often by adult intervention than by either peer or

self. The nuI1 hypothesis was rejected (p

was a significant difference in the individual (s) who

('t Á\

(ro ¡

%or

J¿

1n

1,

0ccurrences

parentheses indicate expected frequencies.

p ( "oI

75%

25%

terminated alone behaviours, A review of the figures

Tabl-e tB demonstrated that the investi-gator's expect

Loo%

Loîtæw<'ata;:;:; '::'

, Ð$ ä.,e;e$ifl'ri?3:

' wær;;t:;:||')'



Chi-square Analysis of Number of

84 Alone Episodes Where Adult,
Peer (s), or Self Concluded

Alone Behaviour

TABLE 18

By Adult

By Peer (s)

By Self

Number of 84

Alone Episodes

Total

4t"

/&

\l

Note.
a

(ee¡

/"R\

\40 )

Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies.

32,38, Ë = 1, P = ( .0Ol-

that adults would more frequently terminate childrenns alone
behaviour was not supported. rt can be observed. from Table 18

that the highest frequency occurred. in the sel-f-end.ed. cate-

sory (6I%),

Fu.rther analyses included in this section were:

a) initiation of al-one behaviour, b) affij-iati-¡e behaviour

inmediately pri-or to ari alone episode, and c ) affiliative
behaviour imnediately following the alone behaviours.

d ^.c Qlr/u uJ- (J'Y

Alone Episodes

B4

11

2B

6L

100



a) An examination of

significant difference in

the alone episodes.

It lt

Table L9 indicates there lvas

the individuals .,vho initiated

Chi-square Analysis of Nunber of

84 Alone Episodes l,ilhere Adu]ts,
/\Peer(s), or Self Began Alone

Beha''¡iour

rF^ Ttr.;î 'l o
L.t¿Ðu L /.

-Dy frtlt,t.L t/

By Peer(s)

H1¡ :iô I T

Number of Alone

Episodes Recorded

Total

o

10

/ tl)'+

Note. 1) tZ out of 84 Episodes were not recorded in

this categorY.

2) Nunbers in parentheses indicate e;<pected

(zt+)

(zlt\

(24)

frequencies.
N - <A al, 

^-Er 
- 't ^ ./ nllrE- )l).)\) r LIl. - I¡ L,l \ ûvu

The resul-ts jn Table L9 showed

-^o-l- franrr¡nl-lrr sel f-i ni ii atedllIUÞ u lr EYLI;rr urJ Ðçra Å1¡¿ e!e

?2

Episodes Recorded

11

1 ,l.Lry

ñ(
IJ

100

that tire al one episodes \^Iere

(7 5li) .



Number of Affiliative Behavi-ours

Prior to 84 Alone Episodes lVhich

Involved Peer (s), Adults, or

Adults and Peer (s)

TABLE 20

Itlith Adul-t

hrith Adult and Peer (s)

Peer (s)

Tota1

Number of Recorded

0ccurrences

Note, 36 out of Bl+ Episodes were not observed in this
category sYstem"

b) The results in Tabl-e 20 show that the highest percen-
tage of episodes (43%) were not record.ed because of the method

used' Theref ore, these d.ata were not considered useful_

and were not analyzed further.
c) The findings in Table 2.1. indicated that there was a

significant difference in the first recorded affiliative
behaviour f olJ-ov¡ing alone episodes.

+5.

11

6

3L

/" of Recorded

0ccuryences

4B

23

L3

/t.o+

100



TABLE 21

Chí-square Analysis of

AffiLiative Behaviours

Bþ Alone Episodes Which

Peer (s), Adults, or Adults

With Adu1t

With Adult

With Peer

Number of

FoJ-lowing

Involved

and Peer (s)

Total

and Peer (s)

(s)

Number of

0ccurrences

I+6 
"

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected frequencies.
'a

4,=53.6?,4f=Ì,p<'oo1
The first recorded affiliative behaviour following alone

episodes involved one or more peers more often than either an

adult,..au. adult and,þeer (s) or peer (s).

Hyp,olhes.rls 6. There ivill be no significant difference associa-
ted with age or sex in the type of activity occurring during
alone episodes. T¡rpes of activi.ty rvere coded ( see p. ZL Sc

Appendi-:: F) a¡d analyzeci by use of the chi-square statistic.
Table 22 suininarized the d.ata corrected for two- and four-
year olds.

18 (28)

7 (28)

59 QB)

%or
0ccurrences

B4

2T

B

7o

100



Chi-square Analysis of Number of
Types of Behaviour Vrlhich Occurred

During 84 Alone Episodes for IZ
:' Two- and 12 Four-Year 01ds

TABLE 22

Age

Z-Year O]-ds

4-Year 01ds

Working

Alone

Types of Behaviour

Totals

t2

47.

Distal

( 14. 14)

ç7 "86)10

Note.

Behaviour 0ne

22

frequencies.
2. Yates correction fo- ,.nnti nrri.{-rrvv¡¡ v¿¡rqr uJ was used because' siome expected frequencies are less than 10.

=2.02,Ë=2,p>,30

1. Nunbers in parentheses indicate expected

1<

More Than

No overal-r differences were established in this analysi-s,
No one type of activity occurred more frequently than the

others for two- and four-year olds.

Tabl-e 2J presented infornation on sex differences in
types of activity occurring. itlo significant differences were

found. ìi{a1es and fe:nales were not involved more frequently
in any one of the types of behaviour.

(r2.86)

(7.14)

20

T otal-

27 Q7)

1/ /a /\L) \r)/

La+(.

30

B¿r



TABLE 23

Chi-square Analysis of Number of Types

of Behaviour Which Occurred During 84

' ' Alone Episod,es for--12 Males and'

l-2 Females

- -, -TYPes 
gf-Behaviour Total

Sex Working Distal More Than

Alone Behaviour One

Mares L5 (I3.4) 10 (7-2,I) 26 (25 
" 5) 51

Females ? (8"6) ro (? "g) 16 (16'5) 33

Totals 22

þ8.

Note. l. Numbers in parentheses indicate expected
f requenci-es '

2.Yatescorrectionforcontinuitywas.l;sed.because
"o*ã-expected' 

frequencies are less than 10"

,,J- - ¿t.y'L*=L.54,Ë=2,P>.30

20 +¿ B4



occurrences of alone behaviour in the preschool setting by

establishing 1) baseline group clata on alone and. affi-l-iative
behavj-our units v¡hich were gathered in Phase I by time-sampling

techniqu-es and 2) detaited descripiive data of the Phase II
contert based on time and event sampling. Previous studies

did not examine alone behaviours independent of affiliative
behaviours as attempted in Phase II of this study. Past and

current research in this area concentrated on either affil-
iative beha',¡iours or on total cÌrild behaviour, including both

alone a¡d affiliative behaviours as in Phase I.
Frequency of Social Participati-on - Phase I

The study was designed to observe artd to docu.nent

CILAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Social Participation anci Aee

The main finciing in this study was that both the tr,vo- a¡rd

fnrrr^-r¡oqr nl rls enqâsed in a Simi,lar nUmbef Of alOne behaviOUr

units. This finding did not support the originat hypothesis

that there would be significant differences betleen the trvo-

and four-year olds in number of alone behaviour units. Both the

two- and the four-year olds engaged more often in affiliative than

alone behaviour units.

Earlier research established that social participation

increased with age. Parten (r%2 ) aefined six hierarchial

stages of social ,oarticipation. In a replication oÍ Paz'ten's

results, Rarnes' findings indicated, that three- and four-year-

o1d children in his study vrere much .l-ess socially oriented than

the children in Parten's original study. Barneso data supported.

49.
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the general basic prernise that social participation increased

with age. iúlost studies found that working alone and watch-

ing occurred, nore frequently in younger chil-dren (tslurton

Jones, I9?2;Iierr,19?6). The resulis of the present study

did not support the finCing that social participation increases

rrri th açÞ -

Social Participation and Sex

The guiding hypothesis lças also concerned. rvith sex differ-

ences in the frequency of alone behaviours, The findings showed

that both the boys and the gir1s, trvo- and four'-year-olds,

engaged, significantly more frequently in affiliative than alone

behaviour units. These results did not support the original

expectation that the boys r,vould engage in more alone behaviour

units than the gir.l s "

An analysis of the sex data showed several iterns of

interest. Consistent v¡ith previous research into both deve-

lopmental and sex-related differences, the two-year-olci fenales

l^¡ere found. to be involved in both contact and proxinity behaviours

significantly rnore often than the two-¡'s¿¡-old males' I-lorvever'

this difference tvas no longer evident by age four. The four-

year-old males and females engaged iu the sub-caiegories of

affiliative and alone beha'¡iours v¡ith similar frequency. Keru

(l-9?6) found. that the trvo-¡rear old girls under study, tended to

be in srnaller groupings a¡d with adults more than dj-d the

tr,-¡n-wper-olfl þnrrs- she nlso for.urd that four-year-old boys \ilereUYYV-J ç41 vrq

more often alone than vrere four-year-old girls.
Although a difference in the total nuinber of activities

between the females arrd males had not been predicted, an exami-n--

ation of the results shor';ed that the girls engaged. in more r.inits
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of behaviour than boys in Phase f, Overall age and sex differ-

ences in the four sub-categories of al-one a¡d affiliative

behaviours did not support the e.,'iCence of sex-related dlífer-

ences in developmental and group characieris-bics (Kerr, L9?6),

Srrmmqrtrv vr¡¿¿¡r¡É¡.t

Overall, pr€dicted age differences were not significantly

established as had been predicted. Instead of consistently

higher frequencies of al-one behaviour (5V/") as expec'ied for

two-year olds, subjects in both group settings in the study

exhibitecl lor^¡ leveIs of solitary play and statistically insig-

nificant leveIs of total alone behaviours. Several factors

peculiar to the sample might account for these resulis. The

structure and orientation of the ti,vo-year-old sample groups

would seem to have influenced the results.

These factors may have also influenced the sex differ-

er'ì.ces. Predicted sex differences were not found. The boys did

not ên.cra.c'e morê fronrronilw in al one behaviour rmits than d.idl¿v v çrr,óqãv

{-rrn a-ì n-l o Þ¡th tho lrnr¡s and -hhe ør rl s WeI'e inr¡OlVed mOfe Often inUf ltj É-|- ù . !u Ull UIIç wvJ È a¡ u v¡re 5rr 4p

affiliative behaviour units than in alone behaviour uniis.

Discussion rvith the observers revealed several character-

istics peculiar to each group which could have contríbuted to

the results. In one of the group settings ' both observers

remarked on the degree of group structure evident. In this

setting, free i)lay periofls revolved around small group table

acti.¡ities. The presence of these table activities, and the

active encouragement anC clireciion of the adults for the tt'/o-

year olds to engage in tirese actir¡ities, created a situation
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where the target child was like1y to be in a proximity group

relationship with one or more peers or ad'ults a high percen-

tage of the observed. intervals. AIso, a broad selection of

activities was not available to encourage choice and movement'

Rubin (Lg?6) rraa ind.icated that the availability of materials

can effect social participation.

Because of the methodology cf this study, the author did

not examine Kerros contention that it was possible to be alone

even while others were in immediate proximity. The findings

of this stud.y seerned to indicate that two environmental fac-

tor.s were i-mportant: I) the structure i-nherent in group

settings, and 2) the style of operation of the daily program

by different staff persons. It would be important to study

such potential aspects of aloneness '

For other reasons, the second group setting revealed a

higher frequency of affiliative than alone behaviours ' The

seeond. group setting operated as a parent cooperative ' This

group involved the parents of all children attending the pro-

gram. As well, siblings of children enrolled in the program

were often in attendance. As a result, the Second setting

had an aduLt/dhild. ratio of 1:1. By design, this group did

not have a structured program but had mothers present u¡hich

would effect the tone. Little pressure v/as evident on the

child.ren to separate themselves from their parents during

the sessions. Consequently, fevrer solitary and intermediate

proximity relationships were recorded. If , âs the j-nvesti-

gator suggests, the environments of the sample populations
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played a major role in determining the resul-ts of the study'

the importance of repeat.ed obser.¡ation of behaviour in

naturalistic settings i-s underlined. The potential environ-

mental influence on behaviour would Seem to be very important

to the daily operation of preschool programs for two-year-old

children. Results from Phase f, while not supportíng the

generally accepted premise of age and. sex differences in the

occurrence of alone behavi.ours, did provide Some interesting

indicators of the interaction of group strueture, interpersonal

spacing characteristics, and the context of alone behaviour'

Analygis o!_Al-one Behaviours - Phase II

phase II was designed to provide detailed information on

alone behaviours as these occurred during a total of one hour

of observation on each of the 24 subjects. The combination

of time and event sampfing in Phase II provi-ded the i-nvest-

igator with two different sets of data analyses. The data

generated. in this phase were analyzed first in relation to the

number of subjects in the study (N = 24). The data were ana-

lyzed in rel-ation to the number of independent alone episodes

record.ed over the 24 hours of observation (N = 84)'

In this part of the study, the investigator did not

collect information on the frequency of occurrence of affil-

iative behaviours, Rather, the goal of this phase $ras to

examine the d.uration of alone behaviuurs in terms of age and

sex and to identify the structural components of alone

behaviour.



Duration of Alone Behaviours.

In examining the information on occurrences of alone

behaviours i-ndependent of affiliative behaviours in Phase II,
the expected age and sex-related differences were found.

I\{ales were observed f or longer peri-ods of tj-me ( in total
minutes) a¡d in more epi-sodes of alone behaviour (in total
number of independent episodes) than were the females.. The

two-year olds were observed for longer periods of tirne and

in more epi-sodes than were the f our-year olds 
"

The variability among the boys was greater than among

the girls. As well, the range of scores was greater for the

two-year olds than for the four-year olds. However, age and

sex factors were also interrelated. The variabil-ity among

both the tv¡o- and four-year-o1d boys was greater than among

either the tv¡o- or four-year-old girls. These findings were

supportive of previous research. Studies have found evidence

of developrnental differences in boys and gir1s. Current

theories have stated that boys develop at a slower rate and

with much greater variablility than girls (Kerr, L976; Smith

and Connolly, I9?2; Lomranz et â1, f975).

As indicated earlier, Phase I data 1) did not supþort.pre-

vious findings which had established that two-year olds

would engage more often and for longer periods of time in

alone behaviours than woul-d fcur-year olds, and 2) did not

supporttheassumptionthatma1eswou1da1soengagemore

often in alone behaviours than would ,fernale.s. Hor^¡eVer, when

alone behavioltrs;werê examined in Phase II, thê predictecl

rl')*,



developmental and sex-related

Nunber of Al-one Episorles.

The number of independent episodes of al_one behaviours,
which occurred in the on-going stream of behaviour, was car-
culated. Eighty-four alone episodes were analyzed, These

episodes showed significant di-fferences by both age and sex"

The two-year ords engaged in significantly more independent

episodes of aloneness than did the four-year ords. The girls
engaged in fewer alone episodes than did the boys, These

results may be interpreted to support the previous research

.that arone beha.v;.+ui:' +*curs mcï'e of ten -in vpungeq ehir-dren.

Overarl group data comparing affiliatir.'e to al_one

behaviour in Fhase I was inconsistent with previous finclings
and expectations. A closer exarnination of those alone beha.¿-

iours which did occur in Phase rr di,1 provide evidence of the
developmental and sex-based differences in occurrences of
arone behaviours as identified in a nurnber of ethorogical
studies (Blurton Jones, I9?Z; Rubin et âf, 19?6; Smith and

Conno1ly, I972; I(err, 19?6),

However, these results would al_so indicate the

environmental influence a-nd inpact of different preschool

settings and group structures. As is consistent with a-r-l

ethorogicar framework, the environment may infl_uence the
function of behaviour. Given the difference in design and

differences became evident.

<(



procedure between Phases I and II and between Phase II and

previous research, the data generated by Phase II may not be

directly comparable to past research

Srrmvnqr r¡v q¡¡¡¡r¡q! -Y

The findings on socral participation in Phase f indicated

a statistically insignificant dífference in the frequency of

alone behaviours by age or sex. It had been predicted that

tvro-year ol-ds would engage in rnore alone behaviour than the

four-year olds. It was also expected that the males would

ên..À..e in signifinan*lr¡ m^Fe alone behaviOUf thaff the femaleS.çrr5Góç ¡r¡ u!õ1 II-L IUC.IMJ ¡l¡u!

Horvever, the results of Phase II of the study, which utilized

a d.ifferent technique and had as its priority the examination

of alone behaviours independently of affil-iative rel-ation-

ships, Ient some support to these expectations. In Phase II'

the two-year otds enga.ged longer and more often in alone beha-

viours than the four-year o1ds. The males were alone nore often

:n6 for lonser n^¡'in'lo nr r;ine than were the fernales.
----Õ-r }Jgr ruLrÞ u-L L

Structural Components of Alone Behaviquls

Loca-Lion an_d Igvolvement Areas.

Previous studies had indicated that alone beha-¡iours

would occur frequently in transition areas of a classroom

(Kerr , L976) . In this stucly, 627; of the alone episodes were

observed. to occur in two locations: r) In Transition (31ii')

alnô. 2) Quiet Toy (24%), A significant difference was observed
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in the nu¡iber of alone episodes occurring among the different
locations.

fnterestingly, ihere was a significant age difference

in the frequency of aloneness in the In Transition category.

The two-year olds vrere found sigeificantly more often In
Transition than were the four-year olds. Young boys have

been observed consistentry to be less involved in smarl groups

and adult groupings, to be involved more in rough and tumble

play, agnostic behaviou.rs, and gross motor behaviour (Kerr,

1976; Blurton Jones, L9?2).

Þlore specific informati-on on the relationshi-p of location
to frequency of alone behaviours might be found by reconsid.er-

ation of the Quiet Toy category. The Quiet Toy ]ocation might

be redefined to separate the equipment or activity category.

That is, one subtype of alone behaviour might be more frequent

in transition and another subtype might be more frequent in
the quiet toy .category.

Intervention of Adults.

Preliminary reading and discussion with Kerr indicated

that adults might be instrumental in terminating chirdren's
alone behaviours. This assumption was not supported. The

results showed that children frequently ended iheir own alone

episodes. It was also apparent from the findings, that the

children also began their o\\"n aione episodes more frequently

than others. The results indicated a potentiarly interesting
area for further study and refinement,



These data reflected. a potential difference between males and

females in the initiation of alcne behaviour"

Two other factors rel-evant to the beginning and ending

of alone episodes were analyzed. The first of these was the

type of affiliative behaviour which occurred immediately

following alone behaviours. The findings showed that the

ehildren jn the study engaged in affiliative behaviours follow-

ing alone episodes with one or more peers significantly more

often than with adul-ts or adult/dnlLd. groupings. The second

factor was the type of affiliative behaviour v¡hich occurred

immediately before alone episodes. The attempt to record this

factor was unsuccessfu], due to design and recording technique

limitations. A substantial percentage (43%) of affiliative
behaviours were unrecorded because of the technique which

involved 4O-second observation periods follor,ved by 6O-second

intervals for recording. When alone episodes began during the

60-second i¡tervals, or at the beginning of the 4O-second

observati-on periods, information on affiliative behaviour prior

to alone episodes was not available 
"

Tv'oe of Activity.

The final structural component which n'as examined was the

type of activiiy which occurred drring alone epi-sodes. The

narrative descriptions of alone episodes were categorized

broadly into three types of activityr working a.lone, distal

behaviours, and more than one type of behaviour (see

Appendix F). No significant differences were for-rnd by either

age or sex. fn examining the proportion of occurrenees of
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each of the three types of activity, i-t was apparent that

neither girls nor boys and neither two- or four-year olds

engaged more often in any one type of activity.
These analyses vfere severely limite'd by the absence of

narrative detail indicating the interpersonal spacings and

groupings; i.e. inforrnation on small group, large group'

intermediate spacing etc. (see Appendix A), was not coll-ected

in Phase II" This constituted a definite limitation in the

structure of the types of alone behaviour in this investiga-

tíon.
Li-mi-tations, Implications and Recommendations

Several factors seemed to have influenced the overall

results of this study. These were 1) small sample size,

2) technical recording difficulties vrhieh allowed gaps in

recording procedures, and 3) differences in the conduct a¡d

style of the toddler groups, 4) Iack of operational sub-

categories in narrative descriptions in Phase fI, 5) defin-

ition of alone behaviour to include sub-categories based on

a) interpersonal spacing of children, b) functional character-

istics of the behaviour, and c) cognitive components. Although

the study lvas based on 28 hours of observation, the relative

Sample size was small. In Phase II, one hour of observation

was recorded on each of 24 children. This mitigated against

clear cut findings and age or sex generalizations. However,

the data collectecl did pro.rid.e comprehensive information on

the 24 sample preschool children and did indicate some inter-

esting directions for further information gathering. The



investigator would recommend further study on specific issues

raised by these resul-ts.

Several methodol-ogical and technical limitations of the

study were highlighted in this chapter, such as the inability

to record affiliative behavj-ours prior to alone episodes and

the need to consider a refinement of definitions of locati-ons

in the setting to provide more precise informati-on. The

combination of time and event sampling techniques was accep-

table in prcviding detailed, descriptive i-nformation on the

content of aloneness. Recording problems were encountered

in the &O-second, 60-second time sampling approach as the

unrecorded behaviour (óo-second intervals) comprised a con-

siderable percentage of the total observation time for each

child. More effective recording and more leisurely and tho-

rough analysis would be possible if permanent records such as

video-tape recordings were used to gather the initial data.

It is the investigator's opinion that this method would allow

more aspects of the contextual and environmental factors to

be effectively recorded, along lvith the behaviour to be

studied.

Dj-fferences in the daily operation of the toddler groups

appeared. influential. Given the limited number of preschool-

setti-ngs for children of this young âB€, it will continue to

be difficult to sel-ect and match groups on a wide scale of

variables, However, one of the implications of the present

study seems to be that the environment and its structure

influences the todd.ler in his/her early social-peer
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relationships. For this reason. studies incl-uding greater

detail on the context of behaviour (physical environment and

people) would seem desirable.

The study racked definitive and discrete categories for
the narrative descriptions" Types of behaviour were not

adequately examined in the context of both interpersonal
relationships, (e.g. aloneness, group context) anA physical

space (e.g. solitary, intermedi_ate proximity). This limi-
tatj-on would be partially corrected. by addition of definitions
of both soritary and alone behaviours, based on a) inrerper-
sonal spacing of children, b) functionat characteristics of
the behaviour, c) cognitive components, and d) group

characteristics .

Finally, the definition of alone behaviour itself should
be questioned in future studies, This position arises out
of the unanaryzed, raw descriptive data generated in the
study. As in the previousry identified issue of being "alone',
v¡hile i-tr the defined presence of others, the descripti-ons of
individual children's alone behaviours revealed that aff11-
iative behaviour could. arso occur while a child was invol_ved

in distal behaviour such as staring and v¡atching. The

investigator would recommend. consideration of these inter_
related aspects of affiliative and. al_one behaviours in
future study.



In ax attempt to d.etermine some of the characteristies

of children's aloneneSS, 34 preschool children were observed

in four group settings. In Phase I of the study, 34 children

(18 two-year olds and 1ó four-year olds, 18 males and 16

females) were observed. for a total of four hours. Each of

the 34 children were randomly ordered over the four hours of

observation and their behaviour was recorded by means of a

time-sampling technique (40-seconds of observation, óO-second

break). The data collected provid.ed group baseline i:rfor-

mation for the sample population in rel-ation to the proportion

of alone and affiliative behaviours occurring during free play

periods in each group. fn Phase II, 2¿l of the 34 children in

the sample wer.e. selected and were each observed for a total of

one hour of free play time in the group settings. These 24

children were sel,ected by age (I2 two-year olds and 12 four-

year olds) and by sex (12 males and 12 females). During each

hour of observation, time saapling and event sampling tech-

niques were conbined. The combined techniques were utilized

to allow for d.etailed d.escriptions of occurrences of alone

behaviour. All episodes of aloneness were recorded in rela-

tion to the structural components of al-one behaviours. Aione

CHAPTER VÏ
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behaviours were record.ed in narrative, descriptive form. The
total- 24 hours of observation in phase rr were analyzed to
identify the frequency and d.uration of alone behaviours by
age and sex. The study arso examined some of the components
of alone behaviour. These includ.ed: rocation in the setting,
who begins and ends alone episodes, and. what type of affilia_
tive behaviours preceed and f orl-ow alone episod.es. The f ind-
ings were based. on a total- of 84 alone episodes which occurred
within 24 hours of free play activity periods in the samnr c

of 24 children.

Four preschool settings were .used in.the study. These
were two toddler groups, with a total population of 40
child.ren ranging from l-g months to three years of age and two
preschool groups, with a totar- population of þ0 children
ranging from three to fj-ve years of age. One of the toddler
and one of the preschool groups rvere full d.ay group programs.
The second toddrer and preschoor- groups were both part day,
part time preschool programs. The second. toddler group was,
in additiolr, a parent cooperative preschoor invorving all of
the parents of the children attending.

contrary to expectations from a review of the literature,
Phase r group data did. not show a significant difference in
the number of alone and. affil-iative behaviours by age or
sex. Both ages and sexes engaged significantly more often in
affiliative tha¡ alone behaviours. rrVhile this f inding had
been expected for four-year olds, it was opposite to exp€c=
tations for two-year ords. Arthough previous evidence had
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also indicated that boys were involved in alone behaviour more

often than sirls. -Lhìs exÐectation was not substantiated int v¡¡¿u

Phase I group results.

Hor,vever, in Phase II, the two-year olds viere involved

significantly more often in alone behaviours than were the four-

veãr olCs and the males were more often alone than the femal-es,

These findings, although consistent v¿ith previous studies, r¡/ere

not directly comparable because of the different method and

techniclue employed, It appeared that program and staffing con-

siderations at the tlvo toddler group settings may have effected the

results of the study" A1so, the small size of the sample may have

been contributed to these results. A higher percentage of alone

episodes occurred In Transi-tion than in any other defined area,

The In lransition and Suiet Toy categories combined accou-nted for

the location of over 60 per cent of the alone episodes ' It was

clearly establ ished that children both started and ended a signi-

ficant nurnber of the alone episodes, and that the first affiliative

eontact follo',ving alone episodes was more often with peers than

v¡ith adult groupings.
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APPE}.IDICES



ALONE EPISODES are defined as any one of the following:

1. SOLITARY - when the child has no one within ó feet
(2.5 m.) of the target child.

2, INTERMEDIATE ADULT - is that which involves:

a) an adult within 3 to 6 feet of the target chiLd:

b) an adult plus 1 or 2 other chil-dren within 3 to 6

feet designated Small GrouP Adult:

c) an adult plus 3 or more children within 3 to 6

feet, designated Large Group Adult.

3" INTERMEDIATE CHILD - is that which involves¡

a) one child of the same sex within 3 to 6 feet:

b) one child of the opposite sex within 3 to 6 feet:

c) two children within 3 to 6 feet - designated smal1

group paralIel:

d) three or more children within 3 to 6 feet

designated large group parallel.

AFFIIIATIVE EVENTS are defined as any one of the following:

1. PEER CONTACT is that which involves physical contact

between the target child and a Peer;

2, ADULT CONTACT is that which involves physical contact

between the target child ar¡d an adult'

3, PEER PROXIMITY - is that which jrtvolves:

â) another child of the same sex within 3 ft. (1 m. )

of the target child;

APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS

72,



73.

b) anoiher chir-d of the opposite sex within 3 ft, (1 m. )

of the target child;
c) two other children within 3 ft, - designated smalr

group

d) tTiree or more other children within j ft. large
group

4. ADULT PROXIMITY - i-s that which invol_ves:

a) an ad.ult within J ft. (1 m. ) of the target chir-d¡
b) an aduLt plus 1 or z other chirdren within 3 ft.

(f m. ) designated srnall group adul_t;

c) an adult plus 3 or more other ehir-dren within 3 ft.
(1 m. ) - designated large group aduLt.



Locations:

01 Table activity
02 Active play

03 Transitional
04 Blocks

DEFINITIONS OF INVOLYEIVENT AREAS

APPEI\DIX B

05 Quiet Toy (incl-uding sandbox)

06 Locker/toilet area (incLuding sink)

07 House

OB Special activity (including water play)

09 Not observed

74.



OBSERVER

DATE

CO,OBSERVER

NUMBER

APPENDTX C

NUIVIBER OF ADULTS IN ROO]VI

TARGET CHILD

OBJECT

AFFTLTATIVE BEHAVIOUR

OF CHILDREN ]N ROOM TIiV]E START

],OCATTON

Adult Contact
Peer Contact
Adult Proximitv
1. Adult
2. Small Groun
3. T,arge Group
Peer Proximity
1. Same Sex

2. Opposite Sex

3. Smal1 Group

TTME FTNTSH

ALONE BEHAVTOUR

4. Laree Group

75.

Intermediate Adult
1. Adult
2. Small Group

3. Large Group
Intermediate Peer
1. Same Sex

2. Opposite Sex

3. Small Group
4. l,arge Group
Solitary



APPEND]X D

INSTRUCTION SHEET - TTIASE T

Phase I Collection of Group Data

l. Use 4O-second time sampling intervaLs broken by
óO-second rest period.s,

Use simple check off, system.2,

3. Record all incidents of affilÍative a¡rd. arone behaviour
no matter how short in duration.

l+. Tf a chird is absent for the day, replace that chird by
first alternate. If alternate is absent, use Znð,

alternate. rf two children are absent from sample, use
both alternates in sequence provided"

5, rf a child is out of view of the observer during sched.ured
40-second observation time, move immediately to next child
in the sequence " complete the sequence . Ad.d. ,,missed,,

chird to the end. of the sequence if possibre. rf child is
stil] out of view, return to beginning of rand.om sequence
and observe first child avaiLable.

76"



77"
APPENDIX E

INSTRUCTION SHEET PHASE II
Phase II Collection of ,Individual Data.

1. Combine 40-second tirne sampling and. event/narrative

recording of alone behaviours.

2, Record affiliative behaviour in sequential order--
(L,2,3 r4, etc. )

3" Alone behaviours include: (for definítions see Appendix A).
1) solitary
2) intermediate adult

a) adult

b) small group

c) large group

3) intermediate child
a) same sex

b) opposite sex

c) small group

d) large group

4. Alone episodes must continue for 15 second.s before being

accepted. Less than ÌJ seconds constitutes transition"

5. Affiliative behaviours must intervene for lJ seconds before

aloneness is ended.

6, Follow each episode of al-one behavi-our by a 6O-second break

before returning to time sampling procedure.

7. Record length of time of al-one episodes, location in room

at beginning and end of aloneness, who initiates and who

ends alone episodes,



B. If a child is absent on day of observation, take a
L5 mínute break and. resume observing on regular schedur_e.
D0 NOT suBSTrruTE, Note time peri-od. and slot chir_d for
observatj-on on pick_up d.ay.

Phase rr -'-common List of Terminorogy (base¿ on Kerr , Lg?6) ,

1. Facia1
Open Srnile
Simp1e Smile
Tongue Out

2.

Yarrsr"r

Motor Patterns
lirialk

Shuffle
Run

Jump

Hop
skip
Vocaf
Play Noise
Aulomanipuf ative

Basic Mouth
Pout
Pucker
Look at

Climb
Slide
Swing
Crawl
Turn Around.
Bend

Laugh

Scratch
Hitch
Clothes Fumble
Mouth Fumble
Brush Hair

Knoal

Crouch

3"

l+.

NQ

Suck
Tongue Out
Lick Lips
Groom

Rock
Postural
Stand
sit
0b.iect Use

Show Object
Holdout Object
Give Object
Receive Object

Stare at
Look around
look distance
l¡Jatch

lrr/restle/Tumble
Chasef,lee
Group Running
Pl-ay Beat
Arms Flap
Point

Talk to SeIf Cry

Rub Eyes
Hand/arm to nose
Hand to face
Grab

Pick up Object
Put down Object
Hold Object
Carry Object

Push Gross Manipulate
Þ,,1I Object
_:': Manipulate oËject
*.1cK propel'lnrov/ peAãI Hit



This coninon list of terninology, based on Kerr, (t976)

was incorporated for the convenience of the observers. It was

utilized to facilitate narrati.¡e, event recording of alone

behaviour episocles 
"

o(\
I /.



Descriptive, narrative recordings are to be analyzed

and categorized into either of two types of behaviour. fhese

are: 1) working alone and 2) ¿istat behaviours. lriorking

al-one behaviours incl-ude playing and moving objects, active

object arrd or body manipulation, manipulate and look at

objects. Distal behaviour include staring a¡rd watching,

rr.mning, gross motor activities. These two types of behaviour

are to be considered mutually exclusive of each other. That

is, only one type of activity can be occurring at any given

time. However, these two types of behaviour may occur sequen-

tialIy during any given episode of aloneness.

INDEPENDENT CODER INSTRUCTION SHEET

APPENDIX F
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